The equipment TP-702B with 650mm (25-⅝") x 500mm (19-⅜") arch is an innovative world-class high-speed fully automatic strapping machine for production and packaging lines. It comes equipped with all industry’s standard features and several creative user-friendly designs. The TP-702B is the fastest and most reliable strapping machine for general applications on the market today. It is suitable for 3/8" (9mm) strap.

**STANDARD FEATURES:**
- Robust & Compact Mechanical Strapping Head
- Waist-High Auto Strap Feeding
- Free Access to Strap Guides (patents registered)
- Electronic Tension Control
- Auto Strap Ejector
- Hinged Top Plates
- Siemens PLC control
- Light tower with low strap sensor (triple lamp)
- Energy saving transit with auto sleep mode
- Multiple strap function for single, double, continuous strapping, or transit mode
- Variable conveyor speed between 10 and 60 meters/minute
- Up and down stream interlock with complete plug connection
- Easy bundle flow direction change
- Good to strap small package with minimum size 120 mm in width and 10 mm in height
- Adjustable Table Height
- Up to 40 packages per minute (cycle speed up to 65 straps per minute)
- Maximum tension 32 kg

**OPTIONS:**
- Strapping in the center of the bundle
- Extension belt-driven table of 200 mm on upstream and downstream sides
- Stainless Steel Frame (TP702BSS)

**DIMENSIONS (MM):**